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Examination of his literature citations, as well as those of Perkins and Perkins (1972,

J. Res. Lepid. 11(3): 195-196) indicates that the last twenty years have seen the ap-

pearance of a larger proportion of papers on that subject than in the decades preceding

1960. Whether or not this indicates an increase in the frequency of gynandromorphism
or merely an increased awareness in the occurrence of the phenomenon is still a matter

of speculation. It seems, however, that the interests of earlier collectors and authors

for varieties and aberrations would have disclosed more examples from the Nearctic

than are apparent at present.

The data for the specimen illustrated are as follows: Johnson County, Wyoming,
Bighorn Mountains, Powder River Pass, 9660', 23 July 1980. At present, the specimen
is in the author's collection.

Russell Rahn, 3205 W. Rochelle Road, Irving, Texas 75062.
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CHANGEIN STATUSOF CATOCALAANDROMACHERACE
"BENJAMINI" (NOCTUIDAE)

Few specimens of the andromache complex oiCatocala were available in collections

in the early nineteen thirties when Dr. Foster H. Benjamin and I stood together in the

U.S. National Museum and he suggested that I describe a unique portion (benjamini)

of the complex as a race of andromache Hy. Edw, which I subsequently did (Brower,

S. E., 1937, Bull. Brooklyn Entomol. Soc. 32(5): 185-186). The unique type of andro-
mache is considerably worn, and at the time we were considering this problem, quite

a few collectors seemed to feel that there were already too many specific names in the

Catocala. C. benjamini, NEWSTATUS, is more uniformly brown-gray, with broader

more prominent lines, than others of the complex, and most specimens lack to some
degree the greenish shade characteristic of many andromache. No polymorphism in

benjamini is evident to me in the material at hand. When I wrote the original descrip-

tion of the latter, the known ranges of the two entities were allopatric; however, I

currently have data showing sympatry over portions of their ranges.

Based on an examination of the features mentioned above relative to significant series

of all recognized species in the andromache complex, I conclude that benjamini Brow-
er should be elevated to species level. I am making the change at this time so the new
status will be available for use in detailed biological studies on this complex by J. W.
Johnson and E. Walter now awaiting publication.

A. E. Brower, 8 Hospital Street, Augusta, Maine 04330.
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A RECORDOF ITAME ABRUPTATA(GEOMETRIDAE)FROMWISCONSIN

Hoebeke (1980, J. Lepid. Soc. 34:132) reported the first occurrence oiltame abrup-
tata (Walker) in NewYork and noted that it was "not well represented in North Amer-
ican collections," as cited in McGuffin's work (1977, J. Lepid. Soc. 31:269-274). McGuffin
included Wisconsin in the range of the foodplant, but indicated no records of the moth
from that state. Among material I received from Irwin Leeuw and determined for me
by F. H. Rindge, American Museumof Natural History, NewYork, were the following:

one male and one female, taken 9 July 1979 in Grant Co., Wisconsin.

Bryant Mather, 213 Mt. Salus Drive, Clinton, Mississippi 39056.


